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Question: 91

Lynne runs a small hotel, and as a value added service for her customers she has implemented a Wi-Fi hot-spot. Lynne has read news articles
about how hackers wait at hot-spots trying to take advantage of unsuspecting users. She wants to avoid this problem at her hotel.

What is an efficient and practical step that Lynne can take to decrease the likelihood of active attacks on her customers’ wireless computers?
A . Implement Network Access Control (NAC) and require antivirus and firewall software along with OS patches.
B . Require EAP-FAST authentication and provide customers with a username/password on their receipt.
C . Implement an SSL VPN in the WLAN controller that initiates after HTTPS login.
D . Enable station-to-station traffic blocking by the access points in the hotel.

Answer: D

Question: 92

A client STA must choose the best AP for connectivity. As part of the evaluation, it must verify compatible data rates. What can the client STA
use to verify that an AP supports the same data rates that it supports?
A . Beacon frames transmitted by the AP
B . Data frames sent between the AP and current client STAs
C . Authentication frames transmitted by the other client STAs
D . Probe request frames transmitted by other client STAs

Answer: C

Question: 93

In addition to coverage analysis results, what should be included in a post-deployment site survey report to ensure WLAN users experience
acceptable performance?
A . Layer 4 protocol availability analysis results
B . Application Layer protocol availability analysis results
C . Capacity analysis results
D . WAN interface analysts results

Answer: C

Question: 94

Your consulting firm has recently been hired to complete a site survey for a company. Your engineers use predictive modeling software for
surveying, but the company insists on a pre-deployment site visit.

What task should be performed as part of the pre-deployment visit to prepare for a predictive survey?
A . Evaluatethe building materials at ABCâ€™s facility and confirm that the floor plan documents are consistent with the actual building.
B . Test several antenna types connected to the intended APs for use in the eventual deployment.
C . Collect information about the companyâ€™s security requirements and the current configuration of their RADIUS and user database
servers.
D . Install at least one AP on each side of the exterior walls to test for co-channel interference through these walls.

Answer: A

Question: 95



A string of characters and digits is entered into an AP and a client STA for WPA2 security. The string is 8 characters long. What is this string
called?
A . MSK
B . WEP key
C . Passphrase
D . PSK

Answer: D

Question: 96

In an 802.11n 2.4 GHz BSS, what prevents each station from using the full network bandwidth (e.g. 130 Mbps) for user data throughput when
multiple clients are actively exchanging data with the AP?
A . Radio receiver hardware cannot process data as quickly as it can be transmitted.
B . Half of the bandwidth is allocated to uplink traffic and half to downlink traffic.
C . WLAN devices cannot detect collisions and must receive positive frame acknowledgment.
D . APs do not have sufficient wired connection speeds to the LAN, even at 1 Gbps connections with 802.11n and earlier APs.

Answer: C

Question: 97

You are being interviewed by ABC Company for employment as a wireless site survey expert. The interviewing manager asks you what items
should be included in a site survey report generated as part of a manual site survey process.

What answer would be accurate?
A . Itemized list of equipment, licenses, and support contracts required for the facility
B . RF heat map illustrating coverage and signal quality for each frequency band
C . Documentation proving proper entry of wall material types into the site survey software
D . Documentation noting how each WLAN user group will authenticate to the network

Answer: B

Question: 98

When compared with legacy Power Save mode, how does VHT TXOP power save improve battery life for devices on a WLAN?
A . VHT TXOP power save allows stations to enter sleep mode and legacy Power Save does not.
B . VHT TXOP power save uses the partial AID in the preamble to allow clients to identify frames targeted for them.
C . Legacy Power Save mode was removed in the 802.11ac amendment.
D . VHT TXOP power save allows the WLAN transceiver to disable more components when in a low powerstate.

Answer: B

Question: 99

You are managing a wireless access point in autonomous mode using the Web based interface. You capture traffic during this management task
and notice that you can see the HTML code of the Web pages used for access point management. What error in administration could be the
cause of this security concern?
A . A VPN with the AP is not established
B . WPA2 is disabled on the WLAN
C . HTTP is in use instead of HTTPS
D . IPSec is not in use for the management connection as recommended

Answer: C



Question: 100

When implementing PoE, what role is played by a switch?
A . PO
B . PSE
C . Midspan injector
D . Power splitter

Answer: C

Question: 101

You are the network administrator for ABC Company. Your manager has recently attended a wireless security seminar. The seminar speaker
taught that a wireless network could be hidden from potential intruders if you disabled the broadcasting of the SSID in Beacons and configured
the access points not to respond to Probe Request frames that have a null SSID field.

Your manager suggests implementing these security practices. What response should you give to this suggestion?
A . Any tenants in the same building using advanced penetration testing tools will be able to obtain the SSID by exploiting WPA EAPOL-Key
exchanges. This poses an additional risk of exposing the WPA key.
B . Any 802.11 protocol analyzer can see the SSID in clear text in frames other than Beacons frames. This negates any security benefit of
trying to hide the SSID in Beacons and Probe Response frames.
C . To improve security by hiding the SSID, the AP and client stations must both be configured to remove the SSID from association request
and response frames. Most WLAN products support this.
D . This security practice prevents manufacturers’ client utilities from detecting the SSI
E . As a result, the SSID cannot be obtained by attackers, except through social engineering, guessing, or use of a WIP

Answer: B

Question: 102

Which IEEE 802.11 physical layer (PHY) specifications include support for and compatibility with both ERP and HR/DSSS?
A . VHT (802.11ac)
B . OFDM (802.11a)
C . DSSS (802.11-Prime)
D . HT (802.11n)

Answer: D

Question: 103

Users and Network support personnel at a mid-sized equipment manufacturer have been discussing the potential uses and benefits of
implementing an indoor WLAN. The network administrator and network manager have requested a meeting of senior management personnel to
discuss a WLAN implementation before performing a site survey or taking any implementation steps. The first topic of discussion in the
meeting is the corporate policy concerning implementation and use of WLAN technology.

What specific topics are appropriate in this policy meeting? (Choose 2)
A . Use of the latest 802.11ac equipment
B . Business justification
C . User productivity impact
D . Antenna types
E . Defining RF channels for use

Answer: B,C
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